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PREFACE
It is amazing how one can feel deeply indebted to a
person whom one has never met, or even seen. And,
without ever having been close to that person, share
his descriptions and dreams, be a vessel for his
emotions - cry when he grieves and feel elated when he
so inspires. From my childhood, through adolescence,
right into my thirties, and to quite an extent even
today, that is the relationship between Sahir and me.
As a grown-up human being, I am a thorough
mixture of that little bit which my genes carried in
them, and a whole lot of impressions that are
imprinted upon my mind from external sources during
the last five decades. There are some names that are
more prominent than others in their claim to have
influenced me; but none more salient than Sahir, if I
were to name the person who guided and formed my
emotional life in my youth.
This does not mean that I am, in any way, an
admirer without reservations. On the contrary, there
are many things by him which I disagree with, and
some totally refute. Yet, most of what he wrote came
close to my heart – it is another thing that on closer
scrutiny not only the mind rejected what the heart
cherished, but also quite often won over the heart.
Just to show how I felt towards Sahir I should
refer to an important incident: when I left Pakistan for
England in 1960, I had a major problem to solve.
Without having a prearranged job, or accommodation, I
was forced to carry the minimum with me. Among my
precious possessions, I had TULKHIAN, a collection of
1

poems by Sahir. Should I take it with me or not? I
decided not to carry the book. Instead, I confined
myself to my room for almost two weeks and
memorised the whole book – about a hundred pages
and some eighty-five compositions. Today, after nearly
thirty years, I can still recite most of the book from
memory. Did I like Sahir!
Therefore, this book is a, long overdue, homage to
Sahir.
Sahir Ludhianvi 1 was born in Ludhiana, E.
Punjab, India in 1921 on March 8. He died on 25th,
October 1980. This makes him contemporary with Faiz
and Faraz 2; two other eminent poets from South Asia.
In chronological order Faiz precedes him and Faraz
follows. Both Sahir and Faiz received acclaim in the
late thirties and early forties – Sahir's 'TAJ MAHAL'
and Faiz's 'DON'T ASK ME MY DARLING FOR THE
LOVE WE HAD ONCE' were published shortly after
each other. Their inclination to paint the same shades
of thought as verbal images made them aware of one
another's presence, and potential. Both of them
happened to be in, or nearby, Lahore during this early
He was named Abd-al-Haye by his parents.
I feel guilty of negligence when only the names of Faiz
and Faraz are mentioned; because during that period there
were many other writers who produced excellent literature.
The reason I have cited these three persons here is that there is
a certain undercurrent which is common to their writings and
which, without becoming obvious, could always be felt by their
readers, at least by those who I am acquainted with. Therefore,
no disrespect is intended to the others if I have failed to name
them in this book.
1

2

2

period of their intellectual development. Sahir admits
that Faiz's impact on him generated negative
vibrations resulting in a lifelong resentment against a
man simply because that man projected those thoughts
which Sahir would have liked to have written himself
had the other one not endorsed them first. It is most
unfortunate, because both of them were extremely
gifted poets and, before this clash, were independently
writing great poetry, at that very crucial time in Indian
history. Some people say that Sahir was influenced by
Faiz, and these two must have impressed Faraz. How
much of it is true, no one knows; except each of them,
in their moments of objective truth. All three are highly
respected poets, within the medium which they decided
to use for their expression. Faiz is profoundly sophisticated and subtle, Sahir is deeply introverted but
straight in his message, Faraz is more versatile and
can project his thoughts in whichever manner he
chooses.
As far as diversity in class struggle is concerned
Sahir was definitely the most conscious of it. Faiz and
Faraz have used classes in the abstract form – rich vs
poor, culprit vs victim – without much emphasis on the
nature of atrocities that different people within various
classes inflict or are inflicted upon. Sahir drew
attention to the particulars as well; especially when he
wrote about the universal victimisation of women as a
separate issue. Already from the forties, he wrote
poems like 'AT NOOR JEHAN'S TOMB', WOMAN
GAVE BIRTH TO MEN. MEN PUT HER IN THE
STREET'. ' BROTHELS' etc, and that was long before
the Women's Liberation Movement came into vogue in
the West. He also had, what the social scientists call,
3

the inner view of the poor class, and put forward their

case more blatantly than any other contemporary wellknown Urdu/Hindi poet, with the probable exception of
Habib Jalib. Thus, while he perhaps fell short of
sustained sophisticated presentation of composed
thought, he made up for it with the directness of his
presentation of universal and individual problems, as
well as the lyricism of the highest order, in Urdu
poetry.
Of the three Sahir is the only one who lived for
many years on the fringe of poverty and wrote
commercially for the film industry in Bombay. This
makes it somewhat tedious to decide when Sahir
expressed his inner voice and when he voiced the
situation which was relevant in a particular sequence
in a movie. Nevertheless, it is not an impossible task to
separate the independent poet and thinker from the
complier who satisfied certain needs in a given
manner. When the strings from Bombay did not
manipulate his hand, he wrote for India and the
majority of Indians – the poor, the sup pressed, and the
youth. He wrote from the heart, for the heart. Of
course, he wrote for the mind too; but in a way that one
did not need to go round musing over the contents for a
couple of days and then suddenly get the feeling of
rapture when the hidden meanings emerged. Instead,
he wrote in a note which was so masterly composed
that one picked up the tune and sung it with him as
soon as one heard it – sung with him songs which in
the beginning were pessimistic, bitter and dejectory,
but later on those which contained optimism, hope, and
implied salvation. Most of his poetry was written with
the intention of representing and reaching ordinary
4

human beings; and, therefore, in a medium that was
within their reach. That is not to say that he wrote
about simple matters. No! he wrote about the
complexities of life and human experience in a
language that the contents, despite their depth, were
accessible to everybody who understood Urdu or Hindi
– and this means his poetry reaches almost 800
million 3 hearts, and minds.
Actually, Sahir is one of the most prominent
historians of modern India – not a chronologist of
political events but a historian of the Indian psyche.
His writings reflect the mood of Indian society from the
thirties to the day when Death claimed his pen. His
early compositions show resentment and protest
against the British presence in India, the mass
confusions of the urban sector during the Second World
War as to their role for and against the two foreign
power blocks in relation to the chances of getting rid of
the British Raj. The forties and fifties show hopefulness arising from the success made by the socialistic
thought in Russia and Eastern Europe, and, simultaneously, a deep sense of helplessness that prevailed
among the intellectuals after the partition of Imperial
India into Pakistan and Bharat. It is not until the
fifties that a completely new surge of awareness
became dominant in India and Sahir wrote 'THAT
DAWN SHALL RISE, ONE DAY' and 'WITH US THAT
DAWN SHALL RISE'. With that Sahir was no longer a
mere protestor. He, along with few other writers who
could feel the coming change, became the critic and
wrote 'WOMAN GAVE BIRTH TO MEN, MEN PUT
3

The Cambridge Encyclopaedia of Language

5

HER IN THE STREET, and sometimes the seer who
talked about 'THE ADVENT OF LIGHT', and at times
the prudent who suggested 'LET'S WEAVE A DREAM'.
Still, most of Sahir's poetry is not on a happy note.
He was basically not a happy person. Yet, he was
capable of inducing positive thinking whenever he
decided to do so. He was awarded the title of 'Sri
Padam’ by the President of India. His work was
acknowledged internationally when he was awarded
Soviet Land Nehru Award in literature. On the other
hand, in spite of the popularity of his compositions
among the general public, he is ignored by the elitist
intellectuals in South Asia; intentionally, and wrongly
I believe. Although many books exist in Urdu containing his works, and several of his poems are
translated into other languages, indigenous as well as
international, there is no proper anthology of Sahir in
Urdu or English. I have inquired from reliable sources 4
but the answer has been negative. The slander of
commercialism is not an acceptable charge. To place a
person of such high calibre as Sahir, and all of his
work, into a permanent shadow on such grounds would
be an act of sacrilege. As his name depicts, he had been
a sorcerer 5 for over forty years and the magic of his
poetry must reach the coming generations, both at
home and abroad.
If this effort of mine should succeed in transmitting some feelings of his poetry into English then I am
content.

4
5

Among others Mr. Ralph Russell (1989).
Sahir means a sorcerer or a wizard in Urdu.

6

I have taken the liberty of making a subjective
choice in selecting the material for this book. For the
accuracy in translation, I have concentrated more upon
the meanings of Sahir's ideas than the form of the
poems; therefore, if the readers of English interpretations do not find in them the exquisite lyricism which I
have mentioned earlier then the shortcomings are
mine, not Sahir's. I am aware that there are several
other compositions by Sahir which I could have
included in the anthology, but the economics of the
situation bid me take my leave at the present stage. I
only hope that other enthusiasts and translators will
be encouraged by this little selection, and perhaps we
shall see a much larger representation of Sahir, and
other noteworthy writers from South Asia, in the
future on the trans-cultural platform
Sain Sucha
Sollentuna, Aug. 7th, 1989.
Sollentuna, March 8, 2021
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REACTION

After picking some blossoms of felicity,
For hours I feel lost in despair's domain.
Perhaps meeting you is an occasion for joy!
Yet, when we are together, sad I remain.

10

11

TAJ MAHAL

Taj – perhaps a manifestation of love for you!
Maybe you venerate this colourful vale!

My darling! let's meet somewhere else –
What place do poor have in the royal courts?
Roads which are sealed by the monarch's stamp,
how could loving souls tread on such paths?

My Love! hidden behind this proclamation of fidelity,
you ought to have seen the facade of royal grandeur.
So easily lured by the tombs of dead kings,
cast also a look on our gloomy abodes.

12

13

Innumerable people in this world have been in love,
who says they didn't carry genuine feelings?
They simply lacked the means for their display,
because they were also poor – like you and me.

These buildings and tombs, forts and castles,
symbolic pillars of greatness by the despotic kings,
are cancerous sores on the breast of our earth,
soaked in them is the blood of our fore-parents. 6

6

There must had been a radical change in Sahir's aesthetic and
social thinking in the seventies because he changed these lines to:
These buildings and tombs, forts and castles,
symbolic pillars of greatness of the despotic kings,
are those picturesque adornments on this Earth's lap,
which are imbued with the colour of our fore-parents' blood.

14

15

My darling! those people must also have loved,
whose skill has bestowed beauty upon this edifice
The tombs of their own beloveds went unmarked,
no one ever lights a candle on their graves.

This garden, Jumna's 7 bank- this lovely palace,
these engraved walls, arches and the recess!
An emperor, by merely relying on his riches,
has mocked at the love of poor people like us.

My darling! let's meet somewhere else.
7

Jumna is the river which flows beside Taj Mahal.

16

17

MY SONGS
After listening to my rebellious hymns, the world believes,
perhaps my heart hates all the love ballads
I feel pleasure in the pandemonium of battle and war,
my nature is inclined to the tales of killing,
My universe has no importance for dance and song,
my favourite chant is composed to propagate revolt.
But only if they could see my exciting nights!
When I shed tears while I stare at the stars,
Old forgotten happenings become pictures in my mind,
with the intensity of passion and pain I writhe for
hours.
When she awakens my sleeping desires in my dreams,
I find that my life is cuddled in the arms of death.
I am a poet – spectacles of nature are what I love,
my heart can never be averse to the melody of song.

18

19

Nature has endowed me with human compassion,
my motive cannot be just to stir up events,
I am young, and Youth is full of turbulent indiscretions,
my sketches cannot have the colours of piety.
The reality behind my rebellious hymns is as follows
When I see these hunger-stricken peasants,
these distressed maidens, these afflicted men;
the poor, destitute, helpless, and needy;
the cruelty of the rulers, the pride of the rich;
the rags on one man, the riches of the royalty;
then
My heart fails to beat to the tunes of pleasure
even if I want, I cannot sing the songs from my
dreams.

20

21

BROTHELS
These quarters, these auction houses of pleasure,
these abodes of devastated lives within our culture,
where are the guardians of our Ego?
Where are the extollers of East's sanctity?

These twisted lanes, and sleepless bazars,
anonymous strollers, the jingle of dinars,
bargaining of chastity, disputes on the rates.
Where are the extollers of East's sanctity?

22

23

These odorous, darksome, stinking slums,
these trampled, pale, immature blossoms,
these purchased, insipid moments of joy.
Where are the extollers of East's sanctity?

From this barren room the noise of coughing,
the beat of drums mingled with heavy breathing,
from that balcony comes the tinkle of anklets.
Where are the extollers of East's sanctity?

This echo of laughter on streets all around,
the crowds of people on the windows abound,
these rude remarks on a girl's pulled stole.
Where are the extollers of East's sanctity?

24

25

These garlands of flowers, stains of spittle 8,
these challenging looks, and so vulgar tattle,
these shapeless bodies, and their sickly faces.
Where are the extollers of East's sanctity?

These hungry eyes devouring the maidens,
these feet rushing to cross their thresholds,
these hands rising to grab at their bosoms.
Where are the extollers of East's sanctity?

The old have come here, and the teenagers,
the healthy sons, and their aged fathers,
she is a wife, a sister, and also a mother.
Where are the extollers of East's sanctity?

8

Stains after spitting the residue of betel leaves.

26

27

She is crying for help – this Eve's daughter,
a member of prophet's creed, a child of holy Mother 9,
she is sister and daughter to the deities of scripture 10•
Where are the extollers of East's sanctity?

Call forth here the guardians of our nation!
Show them these slums, alleys and this degradation.
Bring here the extoller's of East's sanctity,
Where are the extollers of East's sanctity?

9

Sahir writes Zulaikha - wife of Potiphar.
Sahir writes two names from Hindu scriptures - Yashudha and Rahda.

10

28

29

BENGAL'S FAMI NE 11
O' paralyzed philosophers of archaic thoughts!
The demands of the new age are asking You
Were the highways built, so that
the citizens of this land should waste away on them?
Had the soil produced the grains, so that
the posterity of Adam and Eve should expire for them?
Do the mills weave these heaps of silk, so that
our daughters should be wanting even some dirty rags?
Had the gardener nourished the flowerbeds with his
blood,
that his own eyes should long for a glimpse of spring?
You, the absolute rulers of earth's produce!
Managers of mills! Bearers of the regime!
Five million sad, emaciated skeletons,
protest against the rule of capital
With their sealed lips, their dying looks,
mankind protests against mankind.

11

Refers to Bengal's famine of 1943.

30

31

MADAM
Madam! Why do you look distressed without any
reason?
If people so contend, then they must be correct –
my kith and kin must have remained uncultured,
in my surroundings dwell no human beings.

The glitter of capital bestows a glow upon civilisation's
face,
the place where we are, one cannot promote culture
poverty numbs all feelings of social finesse,
hunger, cannot be moulded into the vessels of
etiquette.

If people so contend, then why are you amazed?
Isn't it true that the needy have no honour?
People so contend – but you are still silent
You should also say: "What decency could the poor
have?"

32

33

Dear Madam! that day is not far away,
when we must re-examine the courses of existence,
I swear in the name of my lowliness, and your
majesty, we must re-examine the standards for
reverence.

In every era we have suffered degradation,
Yet toevery era we have also given its sparkle.
In every era we have endured the hardships of labour,
But toevery era we have also granted its lustre.

But what is the meaning of this bitter debate?
If people so contend, then they must be correct –
my kith and kin must have remained uncultured,
the places where I am, dwell no human beings.

34

35

AT NOOR JAHAN'S TOMB

Lying beside the King, this grave of a subject's
daughter tells us about so many forgotten tales;
lifts the veil from so many blood-soaked facts,
tells us about so many trampled lives.
How, for the satisfaction of haughty kings,
for centuries lovely maidens were put on sale!
How, for the pleasure of some lustful eyes,
huge palaces were packed with young bodies!
How fragrant blossoms were plucked from every
peduncle, to enhance the decoration of the hareems!
They were not to gain freedom even after withering,
to maintain the secrets of the love of great kings.

36

37

How the slight tremble on a person's lips could
Extinguish the lamps of selfless love,
ashen the face of a newlyw ed bride,
smash the glasses filled with wine of love!

This desolate tomb lying in these frightened
surroundings,
is so quiet as if it is still complaining;
the wind cries through these chilled leaves;
as if, the spirit of piety and fidelity wails an elegy.

O' my darling! Don't look at me with these sad eyes,
neither of us is an emperor or a subject 12,
You can leave me, refuse me whenever you like,
neither your hands nor mine hold any chain!

12

Sahir writes Jahangir, the Mughal emperor, and his wife Noor
Jahan. Noor Jahan was not treated well by Shah Jahan, Jahangir’s son, when
he became the ruler. He built a huge mausoleum for his father in Lahore, and
Taj Mahal for his wife Mumtaz Mahal in Agra, but a very ordinary tomb for
Noor Jahan outside Jahangir’s mausoleum.

38

39

PERHAPS EXISTENCE….

...

Perhaps existence is not nothing
but an unbroken reign of sighs;
Even a recollection of happiness
comes only as tears to my eyes.

WHO KNOWS ...
Who knows what my today will be like tomorrow?
Affections blossom, and then just wither away
These enchanting glances which now warm up my heart,
might freeze into a cold stare, in a second's sway

40

41

JAGEER 13

I have returned to that verdant valley again,
in which are hidden pleasure-houses of my dreams.
For the amusement of my kith and kin, there are
slender arms, ravishing bosoms, and young bodies.

These frightened maidens in the green fields!
How many different bloods run through their veins?
Who has the courage to disclose this secret?
The awe of my power seals everyone's lips.

13

Jageer is land and property bestowed upon the collaborators bythe rulers
for the services rendered to the State. It is inheritable.

42

43

O' those warm, gorgeous, velvety breasts,
which we avail of in the name of our ancestor's might.
How come these emaciated peasants give birth to
these silken bodies in their darksome homes!

These undulating fields, and this lush vegetation,
once jageer of my forefathers, but now mine.
This meadow, cattle, herds, and these peasants,
are all mine; now every one of them is mine!

Their labour is mine, as well as the fruits of their labour.
Their arms are mine, and so is the strength of their
arms.
I am Lord Almighty over this boundless expense –
I own the glow of their cheeks, the essence of their
being.

44

45

I am descendent of those people who in every era,
have sought the protection of foreign nations;
from the defiled days of 'Mutiny' 14 until this day,
they have served their masters in every difficult hour.

These miserable skeletons crawling around in dirt!
Their eyes have never carried daggers, nor ever
would.
Anyone's hand can protrude and molest their Self,
their Honour has never stood up, nor ever would.

O' this eve, this cascade, this flush at the dusk,
should I not dance a little in this cosy setting!
Who is that nymph going there so soft-footedly,
should I not take a step and kiss her carved lips!

14
The war for independence by the Indian national in 1857 was
labelled as Mutiny by the English.

46

47

WOMAN GAVE BIRTH TO MEN
Woman gave birth to men,
men put her in the street.
Mishandled her whenever they chose,
or reviled her whenever men felt like it.
At times she is weighed against the coins,
at others she is sold in the open market.
She is made to dance in the nude
in palaces filled with lust and greed.
She is that worthless being which is
distributed among the respectful breed.
Woman gave birth to men, men put her in the street.
For the men every cruelty is allowed,
for the woman even crying is a fault.
The men have the rights to all the pleasures,
while for woman even living is vile.
The men may avail of so many couches,
but for woman only the funeral pile.
Woman gave birth to men, men put her in the street.

48

49

The breasts which fed them milk,
were the breasts men put on sale.
The wombs in which their being was formed,
were the wombs they used for trade.
The body from which they budded forth,
was the body they used for public disgrace.
Woman gave birth to men, men put her in the street.
The rites which men made,
were sanctified as Lord's commands.
The live burning of woman,
was taken for a sacrificial observance.
While the payment of bread for her honour,
was considered an act of man's beneficence.
Woman gave birth to men, men put her in the street.
Every immodesty in the world
thrives in the lap of poverty,
a path which erupts from a hungry stomach,
finds its way eventually to some filthy brothel.
It is the lust of men which often
appears as a sin conceived by woman.
Woman gave birth to men, men put her in the street

50

51

The woman is the world's fate, yet,
she is born so out of luck.
She gives birth to sages and prophets,
yet, she is considered Satan's daughter.
She is that unfortunate mother,
who has been laid on her sons' bed.
Woman gave birth to men, men put her in the street.

52

53

I HOPE DEATH ...
I hope Death hasn't claimed
my feeling of expectation,
disappointments have started
to give me pleasure!

TO TEAR OFF ...
To tear off the Night's curtain
I am sent to that place
where every dawn arises,
with a veil of yesterday's eve.

54

55

SOMETIMES •••
Sometimes the thought crosses my mind If life were spent under the soft shadow of your locks,
it might have been so full of pleasure and joy.
This icy gloom which has become my life's fate,
could have been thawed by the radiance of your looks

It wouldn't have been impossible that after alienating
pain,
I could have given myself to the dazzle of your beauty.
Your ravishing body, and those intoxicating eyes!
I could have been lost forever in those fantastic dreams.

Had the bittiness of this world tried to tempt me!
I could have sipped the honey from your sweet lips.
Life might have run around, all naked and raw,
but I could survive under the shade of your thick hair.
.

56

57

But it wasn't to be so; and now such is my case –
Neither you are here, nor the sorrow, nor any yeaning.
Life just continues on its course as if,
it no longer requires any communion with anyone.

With wreaths of sufferings wearing on my neck,
I traverse through these unfamiliar paths.
Some frightful shadows are moving in my direction,
from the horrible, thorny desert of life and death.

No longer any direction, goal, or ray of light,
my Life now wanders around in desolate places.
And in these desolate places I should lose myself,
I am fully aware of it, my dear beloved; but –

Sometimes the thought crosses my mind.

58

59

WHO WERE THOSE PEOPLE...
Who were those people
whose love was returned by love?
Whenever for some blossoms I asked
a wreath of thorns I had to wear.
A search for happiness led me
to a whirlwind of raging sorrow;
A call for some songs of affection,
was answered by sobs and sighs.
Every sympathiser I met added
his heartaches to those of mine.
All the companions went their way
after a communion of a few days.
Who has the leisure to hold
a lunatic's hand in his hand;
Even my own shadow? I have found,
often fed up with my life's stand.

60

61

If that is called 'living',
then I shall go on living this way.
Won't utter a word, sew my lips
and withhold my throbbing pain.
Why should one be afraid of sorrow,
when sorrows come time and again!

62

63

AN EVENING 15
This venomous light from the street lamps,
shadows cast by horrifying, heartless walls,
iron statues, and these gigantic strangers.
Wailing, crying, is this blood-drenched inn –
My being is in turmoil; what should I do?
The colours and lights flicker all over,
webs of alien arms are spread everywhere,
blood-stained flags flutter all around.
I, my honour, and my begging hand –
Life feels soiled; what should I do?
On every corner of existence's path,
stands unmasked the tyrant’s 16 soul.
Hold, this glow of the new world's dawn!
Arise! O' dreams of human tomorrow.
My hope is fading; what should I do?

15

This poem was written on the Second World War.

16

Sahir writes Ganjis Khan's soul

64

65

DON'T YOU EVER ...
Don't you ever complain about my impudent look,
Once again you have given me that loving eye.

66

67

ON THE SAME CROSSROAD
"I would never enter these high mansions",
I had sworn this oath once before.
Because of my worthless love's defeat,
life had been enraged, and shamed once before.

I had promised that in my debased state,
I would never again sing any love songs.
I would move on, if a voice called me from a lattice,
I would turn back, if some door opened for me.

But the magical smile on your trembling lips,
started weaving its web, and then carried on;
I took the distance, but you, to lay on my path,
went on plucking the flowers, on and on.

68

69

A deep freeze ruled over my mind and thoughts;
yet, a flame suddenly has flared up in my heart.
The soothing glow from your waiting eyes,
has brought warmth to my cold feelings again.

Don't hide the demands of your new looks now,
I can understand the meanings carried in them.
I swear in the name of your gilded mansion,
I do accept the destiny of my own steps.

"I would never enter these high mansions",
I had sworn this oath once before.
On the same crossroad of wealth and poverty,
life had been enraged, and shamed once before
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ARTIST
The ballads which I once wrote for your love,
today I have brought those ballads to the bazar.

Today they will be auctioned in the market,
the songs on which you bad founded our love.

Today everything will be weighed in a silver scale –
my thoughts, my poetry, my intimate Self.

Those songs which were dedicated to your being,
poverty has debased them into mere commodities.

My hunger, in exchange for these odes to your beauty,
wants some things to pacify its more burning needs.
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Look! In these days of labour and capital
I can't even hold on to my own written songs.

Your splendour may be only rich men’s legacy,
not even your sketches are mine any more.

Today I have brought them to the market place,
the ballads which I once wrote for your love.
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WHILE WE LIVED
We neither hid our face, nor bowed the head,
when we lived.
We looked straight into the tyrant's eyes,
that's how we lived.
And if we lived a night too few,
then let it be!
It’s commendable that we bad the torches burning,
while we lived.
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THE ADVENT OF LIGHT
Darkness is here only for this very night,
who can ever hinder the advent of light
The harder the night shall be,
the more colourful the morning will be
Feel not sad that heavy clouds are in sight,
who can ever hinder the advent of light
No complaints on your lips, no tears,
just hold on fora short while my dear.
It is time for our sorrows' flight,
who can ever hinder the advent of light
No point in being born, and then dying,
a lot of pain, and a life full of crying.
Avail your rights on occasions of delight,
who can ever hinder the advent of light
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MY SONGS ARE YOURS NOW

Until now my songs in them had expectations
as well as defeat,
sound from footsteps of death, and ripples
on life's stream,
light for the advent of the future, also the dark,
deadweight of Now,
the thunder of the raging storms, the flute's music
for our dreams.
From today onwards I would put sparks of fire
in my songs,
fill the soft, melodious tunes with
daring wild throbs,
embark on the dark path of life
with a torch in my hand,
and on the open shawl of the universe
scatter shining red stars.
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From today onwards O' labouring peasants,
my songs are yours.
O' hungry people! my chants of good fortune
are meant for you.
So long as you are starving and naked
these flames will not recede,
so long as you are not at ease,
these songs will not seek peace.
I have no regrets that people would not
accept me as an artist,
those dealers of thought and art, would not
call my poems poetry.
My art, my expectations from this day
are dedicated to you,
from today my songs are mirrors
of yours pains and pleasures.
After borrowing strength from you I should
show you the way!
You should keep the flag flying,
while I sing for you on the lute.
From today the purpose of my art is
to melt away the chains
Instead of the soft dew I would now
shower scorching flames.
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HOPE

That dawn shall rise, one day –
From the head of these dark centuries,
when Night's stole would fall off.
When the clouds of pain would thaw,
and the ocean of peace fill to its brim.
When the sky should dance ecstatically
and the earth sing all its lovely songs.
That dawn shall rise, one day!
For that morning, since the beginning,
we experience death so many times.
For the elixir from that coming dawn,
we drink cups of poison every day.
One day it would be gracious to
all these hungry, thirsty souls.
That dawn shall rise, one day!
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Accepted, that your and my wishes
are empty dreams – as it is.
Even the soil has its price,
but humans are refused beings.
When human dignity would not be
evaluated into these faulty scales.
That dawn shall rise, one day!
A woman's chastity would not be sold
for the sake of a few metallic coins,
wishes would not be trampled upon,
and personal honour not put to sale.
When this world would feel ashamed
upon its disgusting deeds all around.
That dawn shall rise, one day!
These days of hunger and idleness
would in the far distance fade away,
and these figures of wealth's monopoly
would break down into the bits of clay.
When the foundations would be laid,
of an unusual world on its way.
That dawn shall rise, one day!
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When the helpless elderly,
would not roam on lonely paths,
and the innocent youth,
would not beg in filthy streets.
The day when people who ask for their rights,
would not be hung on the gallows,
That dawn shall rise, one day!
When mankind would not be
burnt, in hunger's incinerating pyre.
And, desires would not wither away,
in scorching hells within our chests.
This world filthier than hell,
would change into a paradise.
That dawn shall rise, one day!
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BELIEF
With us, that dawn shall rise –
When the earth shall tum a new face,
and the prisoners released from jails.
When houses of evil shall be pulled down,
and the chains of cruelty snapped away.
That day will be called by us!
With us, that dawn shall rise!
With us, that dawn shall rise!
When atrocities shall not propagate
in these horrid societal moulds
When hands shall not be amputated
and heads not put to the sword.
When the world shall not be ruled
after putting people in the jails.
With us, that dawn shall rise!
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When all these toiling workers shall emerge
from their fields and mills,
these homeless, helpless, poor people,
shall come out of their dark alleys,
the world shall be decorated,
with flowers of peace and prosperity.
With us, that dawn shall rise!
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WHAT WOULD HAPPEN ...
What would happen if I were to disclose
why the garden is so pale?
What would happen if I were to disclose
the extent of our sins in a tale?
And the secret you wouldn't listen to
in the presence of other fellows,
What would happen if I were to disclose
the same at the gallows?

BIG POWERS
You come to us with suggestions of reconciliation,
Yet, you bring us the weapons to escalate war.
You lament all the killing, in this world of ours!
Yet, you spread guns and bullets in the universe.
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BLOOD IS AFTER ALL BLOOD 17

” A slain Lumumba is far more potent than a living
Lumumba."
Jawahar Lal Nehru.

Cruelty is after all cruelty – when it inflates, it dissipates.
Blood is after all blood – when it drips, it coagulates.

It may congeal
on the desert's chest, or on the murderer's sleeve,
on the faulty scales of justice, or on the links of chains, on
the oppressive sword, or on the slaughtered corpse.
Blood is after all blood – when it drips, it coagulates.

One may hide in whichever shelter one likes,
blood itself reveals the executioner's hide-out.
Conspiracies may cast around the veil of darkness;
yet, every drop of blood carries its own burning torch.
This poem was written on Patrice Lumumba's murder in
Congo.

17
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The blood which you tried to suppress in the abattoir,
today has rushed out in the streets and squares –
as a flame, or a battle-cry, or as a stone.
Once blood starts flowing, the bayonets cannot restrain it.
Once blood lifts its head, the ordinances cannot constrain it.

What is to be said about cruelty! What is cruelty's nature?
Cruelty is always cruelty – from its beginning to its end.
Blood is after all blood, it can take so many forms,
forms which cannot be destroyed,
flames which cannot be extinguished,
cries which cannot be silenced:

( Edited version )
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A PLEASANT BEND

Let us two be strangers once again!

Neither should I expect any loving from you,
nor should you look at me with misleading eyes.
Neither should my heartbeats waver through my speech,
nor should your own discord be revealed in your eyes.

You are hindered by some obstacle to move towards me,
I am also told by people that your thrills are for others.
I am accompanied by the infamy from my days passed,
you also carry the spectres of nights from your past.
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If an acquaintanceship turns sour it's better to forget it,
when a relationship becomes a burden it's better to
break it.
A story which cannot be brought to a proper end,
it's better left lingering on a pleasant bend.

Let us two be strangers once again.
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LET'S WEAVE A DREAM!
Let's weave a dream, for the tomorrows to come!
Else this serpentine night, lurking behind this cruel era,
should sink its fangs into our heart and soul so deep,
that they would forever fail to weave a beautiful dream.

Although this fast, fleeting life has always evaded us
yet, it was spent hoping that our dreams would come true.

Dreams about the beloved 's hair, her lips and her being,
dreams about profound art, about the eloquence of speech
about the evolution of culture, the progress of this earth.
Dreams about the prisons, about the rope and the gallows
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These dreams were the only wealth for our youth.
These dreams were the only foundation of our acts.
And now when these dreams have died, how insipid life is?
It appears as if an encasement of granite has become our life.

Let's weave a dream, for the tomorrows to come!
Else this serpentine night, lurking behind this cruel era,
should sink its fangs into our heart and soul so deep,
that they would forever fail to weave a beautiful dream.
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